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Singapore Alive Workshop Cards
The Singapore Alive workshop cards are designed to
help stakeholders at all levels — citizens, planners,
and officials — prioritise and explore issues that
will shape the future of Singapore and explore the
notion of city vitality thinking. They can help start
conversations, enhance understanding, facilitate
decisionmaking, and build solutions.
The cards highlight 75 urban issues that Singapore
will face in the future. Each card contains an issue
title, a short description and an illustration.
The issues are organised according to their primary
area of influence across the STEEP framework:
Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental,
or Political. While each issue is assigned to one
category, it will always have implications for all five.
Turn this card over for some ideas on how to use the
card set in your workshops. The cards are designed
to allow you to develop your own activities in a
myriad of contexts.

If you want to discuss how to use the cards in your
organisation, please contact foresight@arup.com.

social
technological
economic
environmental
political

How to use the Singapore Alive Workshop Cards

Trends and Implications

Future News

Design Charrettes

Workshop participants are
grouped into teams; each
team is assigned one STEEP
category. The teams are
asked to choose five key
issues from that category
driving change in their
city, and to explore future
possible implications.

Using the card set for
inspiration, workshop
participants create a set of five
future newspaper headlines
representing city-related
news and events. As premise,
participants are given a topic
of particular relevance to the
focus city.

Workshop participants are
grouped into teams.
The facilitator acts as a ‘client’
and randomly selects five
cards for each team. These
cards are used as inspiration
and constraints during design
development for an urban area
or set of city systems.

Potential Outcomes:

Potential Outcomes:

Potential Outcomes:

Better understanding of
issues shaping the city
ecosystem.

Revealing insights about how
urban issues may play out
over time.

Innovative design ideas that
promote sustainable urban
planning.

This exercise is particularly
useful for identifying current
friction points and methods
for enhancing city vitality.

This exercise is particularly
useful for detecting and
shaping emerging contexts
and trends.

This exercise is particularly
useful for reevaluating and
developing existing strategic
plans.

In 2017, Singapore’s median home price was 4.8 times the median annual
household income, making it “unaffordable” according to The Demographia
International Housing Affordability Survey.1 Continuing changes in demographics
are expected to diversify demand for housing options. Housing stock will
need more multigenerational households to cater for the elderly and smaller
apartments for single-person households.2
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social Singapore Alive

housing affordability

Two main factors will affect Singapore’s workers and their employers in the next
four decades: (1) Demographic changes, leading to an ageing and shrinking of
the residential population; and (2) changes in employment demands, such as
for more highly skilled labour. These factors could result in higher structural
and cyclical unemployment, financial hardship, and adjustment difficulties for
the country’s small and medium-sized enterprises. To counteract these trends
the city will need to implement labour laws, education and training schemes to
upskill their ageing population. 3
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employment

Ranked 6th globally, Singapore’s public healthcare system is widely considered
to be well-designed and financially sustainable. This has in part contributed to
a high life expectancy of around 83 years which poses several challenges as a
result.4 Bed occupancy rates at public hospitals fluctuate between 85% – 88%
with emergency departments frequently seeing occupancy rates of over 90%.
There is a compelling need for extra beds, increased staffing and improved
patient care services for the future of the healthcare sector.5
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public health

Income inequality, measured by the GINI coefficient, has declined (indicating
reduced inequality) in the last decade to 0.401 in 2017, accounting for taxes
and transfers.6 However, Singapore’s low tax model with a focus on targeted
subsidies means the contribution of wealth distribution from taxes is lower than
most of the OECD countries.7 Will Singapore’s model need to be adjusted to
ensure sustained economic growth without widening the wealth gap?
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income inequality

Digital devices are increasingly central to our lifestyle habits. Singapore remains
one of the most digitally engaged countries in the region, with Singaporeans
spending an average of 3.7 hours online per day on non-work usage. While
digital devices can encourage healthy living and social connection, an uneven
uptake of technology could cause a digital divide, hindering societal inclusion.8
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digital lifestyles

The demographics of Singapore are becoming increasingly multicultural.
As immigration rates increase and interethnic marriages become more common,
Singaporeans are identifying with multiple cultures and different belief systems.9
This multiculturalism also presents opportunities for new communities to
emerge and bond over the sharing of experiences and traditions from across the
globe.10 How could urban design create a physical environment that encourages
community cohesion?
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community cohesion

By 2050, Singapore will have an inverted population structure with more people
in older than younger age groups.11 The country will feel the impact of its ageing
population in many ways. Due to its consistently low total fertility rate (TFR),
the elderly population will be supported by a smaller base of working-age
citizens. The design of Singapore’s infrastructure will need to account for this
demographic shift. Most Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) stations include accessibility
options for elderly people with physical, visual or auditory impairments.12
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ageing society

It is well-known that Singapore has one of the lowest crime rates in the world.
This has been attributed to the severe penal system for crimes. Compared
with other parts of the world, the intensity of surveillance conducted in the
city combined with its small urban land area increases the likelihood of
apprehending crime. Although crime rates in all other categories are dropping
in Singapore, cybercrime is increasing year on year.13
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safety and security

Sustainability and conservation values are not as prevalent in older generations
of the Singapore public. This has resulted in many opportunities to improve
awareness of, as well as encourage participation in, nature conservation. Many
enrichment programmes are available to Singaporean students, educating on
biodiversity, ecology and conservation. The Greening Schools for Biodiversity
programme was initiated in 2014 to encourage student participation in caring for
their school grounds and the environment.14
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sustainable behaviours

Infectious diseases continue to be a major problem across Asia,
and developments in medical technology have sometimes, paradoxially,
contributed to the issue. There is a need for vigilance concerning potential
pandemics such as ZIKA, Dengue and SARS. More research needs to be done
in these areas to prevent the propagation of infectious diseases and improve
clinical care.15
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infectious disease

Singapore is fertile ground for entrepreneurs and an entrepreneurial mindset is
fostered from a young age. 41% of students plan to start their own business or
work for themselves within ten years, and 32% of entrepreneurs in Singapore
began their business while still in school. The JTC LaunchPad is a leading
start-up hub, hosting a vibrant start-up community and fostering innovation
through the provision of knowledge-sharing and collaboration.16
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entrepreneurship

The population is expected to grow to over 6.5m by 2050. Given Singapore’s
limited land, planning for a compact city will be critical. Due to the government’s
focused vision for urban governance, developments have been planned to meet
the needs of the growing population. Adequate housing, healthcare, community
and leisure facilities will need to be provided in tandem with population growth,
especially for the elderly, who will make up almost half of the total population.17
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population growth

There is an increasing emphasis on placemaking in Singapore to transform
public spaces into more vibrant and attractive environments, thereby improving
community engagement, visitor traffic and business for a precinct. The Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA) has set up the Business Improvement District
programme to drive this transformation and encourage the community to
take greater ownership in the rejuvenation process.18 Coupled with other
initiatives such as car-free Sundays, arts festivals, and various infrastructure
improvements, the future of public spaces is well underway to be redefined.19
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placemaking

82% of Singaporean executives surveyed view flexible work options as a key
draw for a company. 20 In line with this, the Singapore government has also been
supportive of improving work-life balance and flexible working arrangements to
cater for working parents and those having to make long commutes. 21
As industry prepares itself to welcome Generation Z to the workforce,
how do businesses strike a balance between productivity, profitability and
employee satisfaction?22
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work-life balance

Singapore enforces a number of constraints on freedom of speech,
directly impacting the political and civil atmosphere in the country.
Under the Sedition Act, any comment or action which can be seen as critical of
the Singapore Government is punishable. Despite condemnation, media and
internet content are both monitored and censored in Singapore, producing
heavily slanted news reporting. 23
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freedom of speech

The rise of mobile devices, cloud computing and other advances in technology
are enabling remote services to be more widely deployed. Applications include
remote healthcare and monitoring, remote building and vehicle management,
off-site technical support and access to work and education platforms from
almost anywhere. In 2017, the Singapore Government launched a pilot project
enabling remote access to rehabilitation services at the time and location of a
patient’s choosing. 24
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remote services

Traditionally, city systems from energy to transport to waste disposal have
operated independently of each other. Smart systems could enable the
integration of this infrastructure to share data and resources, save energy
and serve people better. 25 Singapore’s Smart Nation Sensor Platform uses a
nation-wide sensor network to improve city services. Applications currently in
the pipeline include smart water meters for water saving and smart lamp posts
with sensors to measure city performance. 26
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system integration

The need to reduce carbon emissions and increase energy security has resulted
in significant advances in e-mobility technology, including a range of new hybrid
and fully electric vehicles with improved battery storage. In 2017, BlueSG the
first electric car-sharing programme in Singapore was launched, comprising
30 charging stations and 80 electric cars. A total of 500 stations and 2000
charging points will be rolled out in stages. 27
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e-mobility

As most car accidents are caused by human error, 28 autonomous vehicles
have significant implications for safety and efficiency. Driverless cars can also
safely travel closer together, increasing peak capacity of existing infrastructure.
Ultimately, road infrastructure demand could be decreased as one autonomous
vehicle could potentially replace ten private vehicles. 29 New infrastructure and
a government-led mission to develop a car-lite society have made Singapore a
recognised leader in the autonomous vehicle space which is actively influencing
its infrastructure policy.30
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autonomous vehicles

Robotics and automation are playing larger roles in the delivery of city services;
currently employed in cleaning, security and infrastructure maintenance.
Robots increase productivity, can work in hazardous environments and
reduce material use. Singapore’s government is investing heavily in programs
that support productivity, automation and research in order to attract global
companies. The Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) is encouraging the
manufacturers to embrace new technologies, such as robotics, and budgeted
S$4.5bn for a series of programmes from 2016 - 2018.31
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robotics and automation

Sensors smaller than a grain of sand can be sprayed to measure chemicals or
injected to diagnose problems in the human body. At the other end of the scale,
large systems of sensors in cities collect huge quantities of data in real-time to
help manage complex systems.32 The Smart Nation program, launched in 2014
in Singapore, is deploying sensors and cameras to monitor the cleanliness of
public spaces and density of crowds.33
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sensors and data

As cities begin to rely more and more on connected technologies, cybersecurity
will become critical to safety, privacy and wellbeing. Worldwide, it is estimated
that 22% of targeted cyberattacks are aimed at governments and energy or
utility companies.34 Cyberattacks have significant financial consequences.
However, 91% of Singaporean companies are currently only in the early sages of
security preparedness.35
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cybersecurity

The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) — the interconnection of devices,
sensors, and machines to each other through the internet — will enable city
infrastructure to be designed and operated in increasingly integrated ways.
Governments are using IoT for smart parking systems, healthcare in homes,
connected learning, city safety and managing waste and water. It is predicted
that IoT will generate US$4.6tn in value added and costs saved for the public
sector by 2025.36
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internet of things

As urban centres are home to the majority of the world’s population,
improving the energy efficiency of cities could result in substantial energy
savings, as well as economic and environmental benefits. A recent study by the
National Enviroment Agency (NEA) found that air conditioners consume 24% of
energy in homes.37 Scientists from the National University of Singapore (NUS)
are developing a novel air conditioning unit that uses water as a refrigerant and
consumes 40% less energy compared to traditional systems.38
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energy efficiency

A blockchain is a fraud-proof, distributed digital ledger that records transactions
in a peer-to-peer network and has a multitude of applications. The benefits of
this system include a very high degree of security, reductions in transaction
cost and time, and global accessibility for all users.39 The Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) and The Association of Banks in Singapore (ABS) developed
three distributed ledger prototypes for inter-bank real-time payments,
to encourage other financial institutions and central banks to experiment
with the technology.40
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blockchain

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) enable a more integrated system for moving
passengers and freight. They allow transportation modes to communicate
with each other and the environment, paving the way for inter-modal transport
solutions that maximise efficiency. ITS focus not only on managing traffic flows
but also on managing incidents, monitoring highways and recovering motorists
who are in distress. The Smart Mobility 2030 strategic plan is transforming
Singapore’s ITS ecosystem, focusing on creating an integrated and
inclusive community.41
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intelligent transport systems

Intelligent buildings are part of an integrated and smart built environment.
Through a combination of new technologies and interconnected systems,
buildings can become more energy and resource efficient. In 2016, the Building
Construction Authority (BCA) partnered with Microsoft for a two-year pilot
implementing an IoT solution enabling greater energy efficiency in 30 buildings.
The project is focusing on cooling systems, using machine learning and
automatic base-lining to predict deviations that may result in energy waste.42
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intelligent buildings

Cloud computing, big data, and machine learning are opening up artificial
intelligence (AI) to exponential development. It is thought that by 2030
computers could be capable of human-level intelligence.43 Urban AI applications
could improve city processes and decision-making. AI Singapore is a national
programme backed by S$150m of funding, aimed at boosting Singapore’s
artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities to 2022.44 The potential impact on
Singapore’s economy is huge – doubling the economy within 13 years
compared to 22 years without AI.45
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artificial intelligence

Digital models of planned buildings and infrastructure incorporate time-based
simulations to allow decision-makers to better understand the impact of
projects, improving a city’s environmental and social performance.
Virtual Singapore is a programme focused on the development of the city digital
model platform as well as collaborative research into the latest technologies
and advancements.46 Digital models can be used to examine the 4G/5G network
coverage, and test crowd behaviours to establish evacuation procedures during
an emergency. However, detailed city models could raise privacy concerns and
propagate citizen disaffection.47
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digital modelling

The ‘quantified self’ movement is made possible by the rise of wearable devices
measuring every detail of our daily lives, from sleep quality to step counts.
In Singapore, researchers are developing wearables with applications for
healthcare, brain training and social adventure photography.48 As the use of
personal devices increases, so does the amount of personal data collected by
these devices. While public and private businesses are looking to tap into this
data for the creation of new products, data privacy will become an increasingly
pertinent issue.49
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quantified self

Digital technology generates new market opportunities and has a broad impact
across a range of sectors. Singapore strives to be the world’s premier digital
economy and currently ranks first in Asia for digital readiness as well as for 4G
speed. To continue growing its digital economy, Singapore’s government will
be driving three strategic priorities: (1) digitising industries to increase
economic efficiency, (2) integrating ecosystems to foster new innovations,
and (3) industrialising digital by building capability in frontier technologies.50
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digital economy

Increasing urbanisation, denser city centres and congestion constraints are
changing the urban logistics landscape worldwide. Singapore has allocated
S$20m towards an Urban Logistics roadmap for 2020, transforming domestic
logistics with technology to increase the efficiency of delivery of goods and
services. This is expected to reduce the number of trucks on the road by 25%
and reduce delivery manpower by 40%, benefiting businesses and consumers.51
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urban logistics

The growth of super-hubs — cities or regions that attract a large number of
talent, investors, venture capitalists, companies and mentors — is reshaping
the global economy. Good people are hard to find, and Singapore is currently
one of the top ten cities with the largest talent and skills shortage. As well as
developing skills locally, Singapore will have to compete fiercely to attract,
train and retain digital talent.52
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talent super-hub

Innovative platforms enable people to sell skills and services without being
formally employed. Individuals can now cultivate multiple income streams,
working independently off a single employer. Completing short-term projects,
freelancing or working as part of the growing gig economy, are just a few
emerging examples of opportunities presented by the redefined flexible
work environment. However, as more people participate in the gig economy,
Singapore may experience tax leakages due to less formal contracting
arrangements.53
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changing work cultures

In a circular economy, products and resources are reused to extract their
maximum value rather than entering the waste stream. Transitioning to a more
circular economy could create green business opportunities that investors are
already taking an interest in.54 At the Eco Action Day 2017 Circular Economy
Challenge, the winning team proposed using durian husks as biodegradable
containers for packaging the fruit – a circular solution diverting durian husks and
styrofoam from landfill.55
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circular economy

By prioritising ethical behaviour, environmental stewardship, and ensuring
the quality of life for the workforce, responsible businesses can develop a
competitive advantage.56 As the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals continue to build momentum, more businesses will start reporting on
how they are contributing to a more equitable and sustainable future. Instances
where they may fall short will highlight the need for clarity when measuring
compliance.57
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responsible business

Singapore is expected to maintain its high position in the rankings for GDP
per capita, enjoying stable economic growth at approximately 3% per year.58
Yet it is estimated that by 2050, the city will be facing demographic challenges
including a 32% drop in working population in comparison to 2010.59
Come 2030, it is forecasted that there will only be 2.3 working-age citizens for
each citizen aged 65 and above.60
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ageing population

Due to its unique location, political stability and openness towards foreign
trade and investment, Singapore has developed into a modern shipping and
transportation hub as well as a financial centre.61 Expected for completion in
2030, Terminal 5 at the Changi International Airport will be one of the world’s
biggest airports62 and help secure Singapore regional hub status, challenged by
neighbouring competition.63
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regional hub

It is predicted that ASEAN's digital economy will be worth over S$200bn by
2028 making this a priority area for Singapore.64 This new economy requires
new and innovative business models. In Singapore, 76% of purchase decisions
are influenced by customer experience.65 The new Habitat store in Pasir Panjang
provides a new automated customer experience by being the first to have no
cashiers.66
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new business models

Singapore attracted 17.4m international tourists in 2017, more than three times
the population.67 It is an environmentally friendly destination that has maintained
much of its natural heritage and has one of the lowest crime rates in the world.
In 2018, Singapore ranked the 7th best place to visit in Asia and 13th best island
to visit in the world.68 The city's popularity as a tourism destination is expected
to continue to rise.69 Infrastructure development plans are already in place to
ensure this growing demand can be met.70
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tourism

While small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) generate less revenue than
larger corporations, they are often foundational to local economies.
Smaller enterprises typically adapt faster to changing climates whilst maintaining
innovation and growth in local communities. SMEs in Singapore employ 3.4m
people (two thirds of jobs),71 however they need support from government to
overcome scale-related challenges, such as high operational costs.
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small and medium enterprises

As a small island nation, Singapore relies on a network of long-distance,
interconnected supply chains for resources. Singapore’s economy is built on
foreign trade with 43% of both imports and exports being in machinery and
equipment. Other key imports include crude oil and chemicals. Singapore’s
main trade partners are Asian countries such as China, Malaysia and Indonesia
but other key trade partners are as far-reaching as the United States.72
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global dependence

Traditional models of ownership are changing and platform-based, peer-topeer services are disrupting conventional service industries in cities around the
world. The trend towards a shared economy of service provision, as opposed
to product ownership, means that individuals can purchase goods and services
directly from each other via the internet. The global sharing economy is
expected to grow exponentially, reaching US$335bn by 2025.73
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sharing economy

Singapore’s favourable geographic location has contributed to its development
and prosperity. However, the country is facing an increasing threat from
flooding, frequent cloudbursts and drought, as well as poor air quality caused
by fires in neighbouring countries.74 By evaluating their exposure to certain risks,
Singapore can develop a comprehensive and proactive plan to mitigate the
effects of shocks and stresses from climate change on the built environment.
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city resilience

Singapore is home to many of the world’s leading universities including Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) which was ranked 11th in the world in 2018.75
Research Centres of Excellence (RCE) were set up in 2007 to encourage
world-class academics, improve research quality and create new knowledge.76
This supports Singapore’s ambition to improve its ranking in the
knowledge economy.77
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centre of excellence

Walking and cycling are great equalisers, reducing the cost of transport
and increasing access to jobs and amenities, whilst providing immediate
environmental and health benefits.78 While car usage in Singapore remains
relatively high compared to other cities,79 there are initiatives to shift this. The
National Cycling Plan has been launched in Singapore with the aim of creating
a comprehensive island-wide cycle path network totalling over 700km by 2030.80
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non-motorised transport

Every year, 6.5m people die from exposure to poor air quality, and 70% of air
pollution-related death occurs in the Asia Pacific. Poor air quality is not only
a health hazard; it is threatening the prosperity of the region’s economy, food
and water security.81 In Singapore, the main contributors to poor air quality are
vehicles and industry. Increased monitoring of fine particulate matter (PM2.5)
is helping to understand where to focus effort and implement measures to
improve air quality.82
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air quality

Most of the current building stock in Singapore will still exist in 2050.
The Building and Construction Authority (BCA) has set a target for 80% of
buildings to achieve the Green Mark rating by 2030.83 In order to achieve this,
BCA has developed Green Mark for existing buildings and invested S$100m in
an incentive scheme for existing buildings.84
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retrofitting

Ecosystem services are natural services that typically include water purification,
groundwater recharge, biodiversity preservation, pollination and waste
decomposition. With a high population density that is 100% urban, the key
benefit of ecosystem services for Singapore is improved quality of life.
Urban forests mitigate urban heat island effects, improve air quality and provide
space for recreation, and wetlands provide resilience to disruptive flooding.85
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ecosystem services

Singapore has only one landfill (Semakau), and it is expected to be filled by
2035 at the current rate of waste disposal.86 Recycling costs are borne by town
councils and tend to be loss-making. One solution is to shift to a model of
extended producer responsibility (EPR) which transfers the costs of recycling
from city governments to producers. In 2017, Singapore announced mandatory
reporting of packaging data and waste reduction, as well as unveiling a Logo
for Products with Reduced Packaging (LPRP).87
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waste management

Large cities, due to their vast built-up areas, create warm microclimates called
urban heat islands (UHIs). UHIs can be 5-6°C warmer than the surrounding
areas, posing challenges to human health and city systems. The Sustainable
Singapore Blueprint sets multiple targets to increase green space and water
reservoir spaces in the city by 2030. This will become increasingly important as
the population of Singapore is projected to reach between 6.5m - 6.9m by 2030,
increasing demand for land.88
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heat stress

Decarbonisation is the process of decoupling energy supply and economic
growth from greenhouse gas emissions. Singapore’s focus has been on
increasing adoption of solar power, raising buildings standards, implementing
the car-lite Singapore policy, managing waste and significantly reducing pollution
from industry. Refining and chemical industries are expected to contribute
approximately 50% of business-as-usual (BAU) emissions by 2020, while industry
in total is estimated to contribute 60.3% of projected 2020 BAU emissions.89
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decarbonisation

It is estimated that sea levels will increase by 0.75 - 1.60 meters by 2100 compared
to 1990 levels.90 Much of Singapore’s land is less than 15m above sea level and
around 30% is less than 5m above sea level. About 70% - 80% of Singapore's
coastline is protected by hard seawalls and stone embankments that can be
further reinforced91. Rising sea levels have various implications on the coastline.
As well as impacting infrastructure, when seawater reaches further inland, it can
cause destructive erosion, pollution of aquifers and soil contamination.92
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sea-level rise

A loss of 18% - 35% of species is projected under climatic conditions expected
by 2050, mainly due to land use and management changes.93 In 2008,
Singapore established a City Biodiversity Index, now used by 80 cities around
the world, allowing them to benchmark their progress to protect biodiversity.94
As population demands more development, habitat fragmentation will become
an increasing threat to biodiversity.
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biodiversity loss

Cities are reliant on imported food to feed their growing populations,
and food insecurity and under-nutrition are increasing urban issues.
A growing global middle class will demand more food, especially meat, dairy
products and processed foods. As a country that imports over 90% of its food
supply, Singapore is vulnerable to fluctuations in food supply and pricing,
as well as food safety incidences overseas. Australia, China, Indonesia,
Malaysia and the United States are the main suppliers of food.95
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food security

Water crises are one of the top five global risks and, at present consumption,
a gap of 40% between the global water supply and demand is predicted by
2030.96 NEWater is a governmental project that involves the collection of
treated wastewater followed by treatment using a dual membrane. NEWater, in
combination with desalinated water, is expected to meet 80% of Singapore’s
total water demand by 2030 reducing reliance on imported water from
Malaysia.97
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water supply

Green infrastructure refers to networks of green and blue spaces such as
parks, rivers and ponds. Appropriately planned, designed and managed, green
infrastructure has the potential to deliver a range of benefits including water
management, reduced urban temperatures and air quality. The Sustainable
Singapore Blueprint includes targets to increase the amount of skyrise greenery
to 200ha by 2030 and to provide park area of 0.8ha/1000 population.
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green infrastructure

Climate change is seen as a catalyst for extreme heatwaves, earthquakes,
flooding and other natural disasters. Future climate change projections
estimate daily mean temperatures could rise by 1.4 oC to 4.6 oC causing more
frequent heat waves that impact on residents’ comfort as well as biodiversity.
Increase intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall events can overwhelm water
management systems and cause flash flooding.98
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extreme weather

Environmental pollution manifests through five main means: air, water, soil, noise
and light pollution. Water pollution caused by industry, oil spills, maritime vessels
and floating trash is yet to be tackled. Pollution of the waterways has negative
consequences that go beyond the aesthetic – 90% of the world's seabirds have
traces of plastic in their stomachs.99 With a mere 20% domestic recycling rate in
Singapore and projected population growth, coastlines and wildlife are at risk.
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environmental pollution

Singapore has a land size of just 719.2km2.100 In order to maximise land,
Singapore has a long history of reclaiming land dating back to 1822.101 In the
last 50 years, Singapore has reclaimed about 25% of its land size with plans
for another 8% by 2030.102 Singapore also sprawls vertically with caverns and
underground spaces. Underground spaces are used for anything from office
spaces to Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) stations, shopping malls and walkways.
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reclaimed land

In 1963, then Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew planted a Mempat tree, starting the
greening revolution in Singapore.103 Since then, policies and programmes have
helped transform Singapore into a clean and green environment.104 In 1998,
the “City in a Garden” vision was introduced to further guide this movement.105
In 2018, the entire length of Singapore's park connector network or stretches of
linked green space totalled 313km, and continues to increase.106
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city in a garden

Singapore has a balanced role in global affairs. It behaves broadly neutrally,
a decision which has allowed it to play a role as a mediation destination for a
number of international conflicts. The June 2018 United States-North Korea
summit was held in Singapore, whilst the nation has also played a role in
mediating disputes between China and India prior to this.107 In 2019, the United
Nations will name its mediation treaty after Singapore. This will encourage
commercial disputes around the world to be settled peacefully.108
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'little red dot'

By 2040, over 30% of Singapore’s population is expected to be over 65.109
To prepare and adapt to this ageing society, Singapore has taken a whole-ofgovernment approach where a S$3bn plan has been put in place to cover issues
ranging from learning to employment, health, wellness and housing. Initiatives
include the co-location of childcare and aged care facilities and a priority card
for the elderly.110
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changing demographics

Well-designed, accessible public spaces improve liveability, have a positive
impact on the economy, and provide city residents opportunities to encounter
nature and wildlife. Strategically, over the next 15 years, three new hubs are
planned to support further growth in the commercial, retail and entertainment
sectors – Jurong Lake District, Kallang Riverside and Paya Lebar.111 Each of these
hubs will have a different economic focus and unique identity. However, with new
focus on the 'master developer' model, and 'hubs' synonymous with shopping
malls, are Singapore's new public spaces truly public?
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public space

Community engagement can be time consuming but has many benefits including
getting the community on-board, developing relationships, improving reputation
and increasing approval of decisions. Engagement can increase knowledge
and lead to innovative solutions. It was used throughout all stages of the Urban
Redevelopment Authority’s (URA) development of “Designing our city: Planning
for a Sustainable Singapore”. This plan recognises the importance of institutions
and programmes focused on social support and community engagement.112
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community engagement

Singapore has evolved from an impoverished independent nation in 1965 to
a leading urban centre that now ranks on average as the world’s third most
advanced and competitive city.113 It is widely recognised for its excellent, single
layer, governance structure, that allows for coordinated implementation of longterm objectives such as creating a culture of innovation.114
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city leadership

The competitiveness of cities increasingly determines the wealth and poverty
of nations and regions.115 Successful cities compete for highly-skilled workers,
entrepreneurs and researchers for their production facilities, innovation centres
and universities. By 2050, the rise of Asian cities in the digital economy such
as Bangalore, Mumbai, New Delhi, Beijing, Manila, Shanghai, Jakarta and
Guangzhou will create fierce competition for talent, investors and mentors in
the region.116
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competitiveness

Social media has opened up a public opinion and engagement platform for a
larger, more representative audience, helping with the planning process and
solving city problems. 70% of Singaporeans are already active social media
users.117 The augmented reality (AR) market is set to reach US$165bn by 2024.118
With companies including Snap Inc and Apple heavily investing in technology
such as AR, it is likely that by 2050, social media will be even more engaging and
have more opportunities for collecting public opinion.119
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public opinion

Cities are a key contributor to climate change, responsible for 75% of global
carbon emissions.120 Through environmentally sensitive practices and policies,
cities need to be an integral part of fighting climate change. Singapore is one of
the signatories of the Paris Agreement and has pledged to reduce its emissions
intensity by 36% from 2005 levels by 2030 and stabilise emissions with the aim
of peaking around 2030.121
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environmental policy

The Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) utilises long term planning to guide
its development over a 50-year period. The concept plan considers a 40 to
50 year time frame, with a focus on land use and transportation, whilst the
masterplan focuses on how to implement larger strategic goals over a 15-year
period. The plans are reviewed every 10 and 5 years respectively, and are
shared publicly to increase transparency over development policy.122
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long-term planning

Since 2008, all new buildings in Singapore have to meet the requirements of
the Building Construction Authority (BCA) Green Mark Scheme. Over 31% of
the city-state’s built area is Green Mark-certified.123 Green Mark buildings are
generally better quality buildings which also charge higher rents. In 2018, the
BCA launched a challenge to building developers and provided a technology
roadmap to create Super Low Energy buildings.124 The BCA estimates that over
80% energy efficiency can be achieved.125
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building standards

Global terrorism constitutes a fundamental threat to city security. A terrorist
attack could have devastating effects on a city’s citizens and economy, with
critical infrastructure particularly vulnerable. The rise of political Islam in
Southeast Asia, and known cases of terrorism threats against Singapore has
seen the terrorism threat raised to the highest level by the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) in its Singapore Terrorism Threat Assessment Report 2017.126
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terrorism

In order to promote innovative and productive construction methods and
materials, the Singapore Government has set up the multi-agency Building
Innovation Panel (BIP). This panel facilitates fast assessments across the
multiple agencies and has awarded in principle acceptance certificates for
products such as cross-laminated timber (CLT) and Glued laminated timber
(glulam).127 Using these products in construction offers many potential benefits
for Singapore including reduced need for foreign workers on site and imports of
sand and gravel.128
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new construction methods

Singapore’s Prime Minister has a clear vision of continuous growth and
progression; however, Singapore’s success is not just up to the next generation
of leaders but also the generations that follow. Minister Chan Chun Sing talked
about how he liked to see young people challenge their situations, "Each
generation must build upon the foundations of the last; each generation must
add something to it. Otherwise, Singapore will plateau, and anything that
plateaus and stops moving will soon degenerate."129
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next generation leaders

It was estimated that about a quarter of jobs in Singapore would be lost due to
advancements in technology such as electric and autonomous vehicles, robotics,
AI and blockchain by 2030.130 Although almost 1 in 5 employees in Singapore
feared losing their jobs to automation, 45% thought robotics and automation
would improve their jobs, and 72% were happy to be retrained as necessary.131
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job obsolescence
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